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Abstract 
 

In this work an epitaxial layer of Indium Phosphide (InP) has been grown on top of a 
silicon substrate using the Corrugated Epitaxial Lateral Overgrowth (CELOG) 
technique. The grown InP CELOG top layer typically has a poor surface roughness and 
planarity. Before this surface can be used for any processing it has to be smooth and 
planarized. For this purpose a two-step Chemical Mechanical Polishing (CMP) 
technique has been investigated and developed. In the first step commercially available 
Chemlox has been used to planarize the sample. In the second step Citric Acid (CA) and 
sodium hypochlorite (NaClO) has been mixed together to form abrasive-free polishing 
slurry. The second step has been developed to remove defects introduced by the first 
step. This surface is prepared to demonstrate that a photonic device such as a quantum 
well can be realized in a Photonic Integrated Circuit (PIC). A quantum well was grown 
on the polished CELOG InP/Si sample and measured with Atomic Force Microscopy 
(AFM), Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), X-ray Diffraction (XRD) and 
Photoluminescence (PL). The roughness was improved with CMP from 33.2 nm to 12.4 
nm. However the quantum well did not give any response in the PL measurements.  
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Abstract 
 

I detta arbete har ett epitaxiellt lager indiumfosfid (InP) blivit växt på ett kiselsubstrat 
med hjälp av en korrugerad epitaxial lateral överväxt (CELOG) teknik. Det översta lagret 
av den CELOG växta ytan har ofta en väldigt ojämn yta. Innan denna yta kan användas 
till någon fortsatt utveckling måste den vara slät och plan. Det översta lagret har 
polerats med hjälp av en två-stegs kemisk mekanisk polerings (CMP) teknik. I det första 
steget har komersiellt tillgänglig Chemlox använts för att planarisera ytan. I det andra 
steget har citronsyra (CA) och natrium hypoklorit (NaClO) blandats samman för att 
bilda ett partikelfritt polermedel. Det andra steget har tagits fram för att ta bort defekter 
introducerade I det första steget. Ytan är preparerad för att demonstrera att en fotonisk 
enhet, t.ex. en kvantbrunn kan realiseras I en fotonisk integrerad krets (PIC). En 
kvantbrunn växtes fram på det polerade CELOG InP/Si provet och mattes med hjälp av 
atomkraftsmikroskop (AFM), scanning electron mikroskopi (SEM), röntgendiffraktion 
(XRD) och fotoluminisens (PL). Ytojämnheten förbättrades med hjälp av CMP från 33.2 
nm till 12.4 nm. Dock så gav ej kvantbrunnen någon respons I PL-mätningarna.  
 

Nyckelord 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

When the laser was invented in the 60’s it enabled a whole new field of communications, 
namely photonics. In photonics, the communication medium is photons in comparison 
with electrons in electronics. One of the first realizations of photonics was shortly after 
the optical fiber was invented which ultimately led to the infrastructure of the Internet. 
Together with the advantages in the field of photonics where components such as optical 
amplifiers, optical filters and more have been invented and developed, scientists have 
looked into the possibility of creating integrated circuits based on photonics instead of 
together with electronics. This technique is often referred to as Photonic Integrated 
Circuit (PIC) and is possibly the solution to reach THz or even PHz calculations as 
photonics may be a candidate to replace the interconnects between electronic devices on 
a chip which are a major cause of large time delays [1]. Another advantage of PICs is that 
the calculations may be much more energy efficient because large currents in the 
interconnects of the chips today can be avoided. However, silicon being a material with 
an indirect band gap is not very well suited for photonics and at present time there are 
no practical silicon laser available, though progress are being made [2]. One of the more 
promising solutions is the hybrid laser in where epitaxial grown III-V materials (most of 
which have direct band gap) on silicon can be used to create a lasing device on a silicon 
chip. However this is not as easy as it sounds due to the large misfits between III-V 
materials and silicon, which can be as big as up to 12 % (for InAs). This is problematic 
because this prevents the use of direct heteroepitaxy, as this would induce too many 
defects into the optical device and cause device failure. Different epitaxial techniques 
has been investigated to come around this problem and one of the more promising is the 
Epitaxial Lateral Overgrowth (ELOG) where the III-V material is grown from a 
deposited seed layer but the extended defects are cut off by walls [3]. Another promising 
technique is the Corrugated ELOG (CELOG) technique, which is the one being used in 
this work. A more thorough explanation of this technique can be found in chapter three. 
The CELOG technique allows for III-V materials to be directly grown on top of silicon 
with the use of any seed layer only in a small region. Indium phosphide (InP) is of 
particular interest as it allows for both passive and active photonic devices on the very 
same chip [4]. Y. T. Sun et. al. have proven that low defect epitaxial grown InP on silicon 
is possible for a misfit between the two semiconductors of as much as 8% [5]. However 
as in the case with most grown III-V materials grown on Si, InP ends up with very rough 
surfaces. These rough surfaces need to be polished before any device can be realized. For 
this a technique called Chemical Mechanical Polishing (CMP) is used. CMP of InP is 
however not as straightforward as with other semiconductor materials such as Si or 
GaAs. Several issues have to be dealt with before the InP surface is ready for a low defect 
device to be realized.  

1.2 Motivation 

As epitaxial growth of InP on a substrate different from InP, is not as straightforward as 
with other semiconductors and often ends up with very rough surfaces the motivation 
for this thesis is to develop a repeatable CMP method for polishing of InP so that a fully 
functional photonic device can be realized. A fully operating lasing device grown on an 
epitaxial grown InP layer on a silicon substrate (InP/Si) would allow for further research 
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in PICs. In this thesis the device to be grown on the polished InP/Si surface is a 
quantum well device. CMP of InP is not as straightforward as with other semiconductor 
surface owing to the relatively low Knoop micro hardness of 535 kg/mm2 [6]. The CMP 
process is a relative dirty one and due to the low Knoop hardness surface defects might 
be induced into the surface during the CMP process. This means that even if the 
thickness control of the removed material is correct this might not be enough for a 
quantum well to work properly. For this thesis project the goal is to achieve a surface 
roughness of less than one nanometer. The surface that is to be polished is grown with 
the CELOG technique. According to Y.T. Sun et. al. a maximum of 2-3 µm of InP can be 
removed from the epitaxial layer to achieve the best possible crystalline quality for the 
QW[7]. The CELOG InP/Si layer is grown by hydride phase vapor epitaxy (HVPE), while 
the QW is grown by Metal Organic Vapor Phase Epitaxy (MOVPE). Atomic Force 
Microscopy (AFM) will be frequently used in this work, as this is a well-accepted method 
of measuring the surface roughness in the nanometer region. Scanning Probe 
Microscopy (SEM) will be used to characterize the thickness of the layer before and after 
the CMP process.  

1.3 Limitations 

The CMP system used in this thesis allows the operator to investigate the effect on the 
end result from different parameters such as the slurry feed rate, pressure and speed. 
The CMP system is normally equipped with a manometer that gives the operator an 
absolute value of the operating pressure. The operating pressure of the CMP system is 
adjusted by screwing a screw.  The manometer was however broken so the pressure had 
to be measured qualitatively in a relative manner by counting the amount of visible rings 
on the screw. The slurry feed system was a simple container with a pipe. The slurry feed 
rate was adjusted with a screw on the pipe. This made the slurry feed rate dependent on 
the volume of slurry left in the holder. The location on the polishing pad where the 
slurry was applied was very hard to keep constant between the different runs as the 
operator adjusts it manually. Also during the second step of polishing where the control 
of chlorine extraction is crucial the small cross-section area of the pipe from the slurry 
container limited this. As this area was so small the chlorine preferred to escape from 
the container instead of through the pipe. These delimitations of the CMP system makes 
it very hard to make a reliable quantitative analysis of the CMP. This thesis is rather 
focused on developing a qualitative CMP method of the polishing of InP. Another crucial 
delimitation was that the deposited seed layer that was used in the optimization process 
was not uniformly deposited. Therefore the removal rate of the citric acid and sodium 
hypochlorite (CA/NaClO) polish could not be measured. What is known however is that 
the typical orders of removal rate of this slurry is on the orders of a few nanometers up 
to a few tens of nanometers. Therefore within the given constraints (2-3 µm maximum 
to be removed) focus was rather put on the end result of the surface through 
characterization by the use of AFM. 

1.4 Thesis outline 

Chapter two gives a more thorough introduction to the CMP technique and the theory 
behind it. The two-step polish method is discussed with its advantages. Brief 
introduction is also given to the different instruments used in this work. Chapter three 
describes the process where the CMP of InP samples have been optimized in regards to 
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the pressure, rotation speed and slurry aspects of the two different steps. A small 
discussion of the CA/NaClO slurry and the control of chlorine extraction are also given. 
Chapter three ends with a small discussion about the results from the optimization step. 
In chapter four a QW device is grown on a polished InP/Si substrate. The results of this 
grown device structure are concluded in chapter 5 together with the most important 
points from the polishing optimization. Chapter 6 rounds off with a summary of the 
work. 
 

1.5 Previous work 
In this thesis a two-step CMP method is used to polish CELOG grown InP/Si substrates. 
A similar work has been done before this one where a two-step CMP method using the 
same slurries as in this work was used to polish ELOG grown InP/Si substrates [8]. 
Apart from using different parameters in the CMP (applied pressure, rotation speed and 
slurry feed rate) this present work is more focused on the analysis of the effects from the 
different slurries. In the first step of CMP this work is more focused on discussing how 
to improve the planarity while the second step focuses on reducing the defects induced 
from the first. In order to do this a qualitative analysis of how to extract chlorine (the 
chemical that answer for the polishing effect in this work) from NaClO in a controlled 
manner is done.  
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2. Theoretic Background 

2.1 Surface roughness and planarity 

Surface roughness is not well defined, as many different ways of measuring it are 
available. But in general the most common way of defining surface roughness is by 
measuring the deviation of the real surface to an ideal surface. The simplest way to 
demonstrate this is by observing the two dimensional case shown in figure 1.  
 

 
Figure 1. Image describing the two-dimensional case of surface roughness. The green curve represents 

the real surface and the black line the ideal surface. The vectors yi is defined as the distance and 
direction from the black line to the green curve. 

 
In this figure the real surface is represented by the green curve and the straight line 
represents the ideal surface. The vectors yi is defined as the vertical distance and 
direction from the ideal surface to the real surface. The surface roughness Ra is then 
defined as the arithmetic average of the magnitudes of these vectors: 
 

𝑅𝑎 =
1

𝑛
∑|𝑦𝑖|

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

 
More commonly used is the root mean squared surface roughness Rq that is defined as 
the root mean value of Ra: 
 

𝑅𝑞 = √
1

𝑛
∑ 𝑦𝑖

2

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

 
Planarity is related to the topography of a sample. High step heights in a sample 
translates to poor planarity while low step heights indicates a good planarity. A fully 
planarized sample has a step height of zero [9].  

2.2 CMP 

Chemical- Mechanical Polishing (CMP) is a commonly used technique in semiconductor 
processing for planarizing and to improve the morphology of the surface of the 
substrates. 
Before each lithographic and epitaxial step a very flat surface with low defect density is 
required. With CMP, RMS roughnesses of values as low as 0.1 nm are easily achieved 
[10].  
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2.2.1 What CMP is used for 

CMP has several uses in the fabrication lines of micro- and nano devices today. At the 
foundries where the rods of different materials are being cut to wafers CMP can be used 
to grind the wafers to give them a well-defined thickness. This process is referred to as 
lapping or grinding. Before each epitaxial and bonding step a very smooth surface 
(defined as a surface with very low surface roughness) is required and with CMP this is 
achievable [11]. It can also be used to remove materials that are otherwise hard to 
remove by standard etching methods such as copper [10].  

2.2.2 CMP setup and systems 

The most basic CMP setup consists of three parts. The first part is a polishing pad, 
which is glued to a flat platen that rotates. The second part is a jig, which holds the 
substrate that is to be polished upside down onto the polishing pad. The jig itself rests 
on a circular frame. Inside this frame the substrate is being held on separate part of the 
jig. The relative height of this separate part relative to the frame can be adjusted and 
thus the pressure during the CMP process can be adjusted. The friction forces between 
the polishing pad and the jig frame is what causes the jig to rotate on the polishing pad. 
The third part of the CMP setup is the slurry and the slurry feed mechanism. In the 
simplest scenario the slurry is simply introduced onto the polishing pad through a pipe 
from a holder that is situated above the system. Usually the slurry is introduced closer to 
the center of the pad and then the centrifugal force caused by the rotation will distribute 
the slurry uniformly on the pad. A sketch of the setup can be viewed in Figure 2. More 
advanced setups can include pad conditioners, several arms for higher throughput and 
more advanced slurry dispensing systems that allows for a more uniform polishing 
process. However all CMP systems includes the first three parts [11]. 

 
Figure 2. A picture describing the general CMP setup [10]. 

2.2.3 Consumables in CMP 

The primary consumables in CMP are the polishing pads and the slurries. Just as in wet-
etching where one has to take into considerations what material that needs to be etched 
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and what etch-rate that is desired different etchants must be used the same applies for 
CMP. Different slurries and polishing pads are used depending on what material that 
are to be polished, what the desired removal rate is and what surface roughness and 
defect density that is required.  

2.2.4 Polishing pads 

The polishing pads used in CMP of semiconductors are often made out of polymers. 
There are various pads from different manufacturers of different quality and these can 
be divided into four classes depending on their structural characteristics. 
 
Class I (a.k.a. Suba™ or Pellon™): Felts and polymer impregnated felts 
Class II (a.k.a. Politex™): Microporous synthetic leathers 
Class III (a.k.a. IC1000): Filled polymer films 
Class IV (OXP3000): Unfilled textured polymer films 
 
The properties of pads belonging to these different classes are very different from each 
other. The different structure characteristics and hardness for example makes the choice 
of polishing pad very dependent on the material to be polished and what the desired 
removal rate and surface defect density are. Choosing a polishing pad, that is too hard, 
might cause surface defects in the form of micro scratches on the sample even if the 
slurry is abrasive free. A more in depth analysis of the different polishing pad can be 
found in [12]. 

2.3 Slurries 

Polishing slurries needs to be carefully chosen for each situation and can sometimes be 
very complex with several different chemicals involved. In fact many polishing slurries 
are so complex that the exact underlying mechanism for the material removal is not very 
well known [13]. This is because in CMP there are many different input parameters that 
can affect the end result. 

2.3.1 Slurries in general 

Most polishing slurries consists of one liquid part and one abrasive part. The liquid part 
is tuned to a very specific pH and often contains an oxidizer, surfactants and other 
chemicals that are very specific of the slurry. The abrasive part consists of nanoparticles 
often made out of silica, alumina and in some cases ceria (depending on the preferred 
abrasive hardness). Typical sizes of these particles are in the orders of 10-100 nm. The 
purpose of the slurries is to enhance the planarization and removal rate without 
inducing too many new surface defects. In fact, the very thing that is good with the 
abrasives (intentionally damaging the sample to increase the removal rate) is also the 
main cause for defects. Defects such as micro (or nano) scratches and adsorbed particles 
remain a big issue to be solved in many CMP processes [14]. However for many 
epitaxial, lithographic and bonding steps these induced defects on the surface of the 
wafer might cause process failure. Therefore it is often preferred to use a two-step 
process where the second process uses abrasive free slurry, which aims to remove many 
of the surface induced defects from the first step. These two steps, the abrasive 
containing and the abrasive free will in this thesis be referred to as rough polishing and 
fine polishing respectively. One important qualification for the CMP slurries is that in 
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order for them to work properly all of them has a non-zero free etch rate for the material 
in question. That is, it etches the sample to some extent (usually very low etch rates) 
even without the CMP process [10]. An example of commercially available polishing 
slurry for polishing of silicon wafers is the SF1 polishing suspension from Logitech Ltd. 
Its liquid phase consists of water, formaldehyde and ethylene glycol at a pH value of 9.2-
10.1 and colloidal silica particles as abrasives [15].  

2.3.2 Chemlox 

The slurry used for the rough polishing step in this thesis is Logitech Chemlox Polishing 
Suspension. It contains 7-8 wt% NaClO diluted in water together with alumina particles 
of an average particle size of 70 nm. The pH value is 11.4 [15]. Chemlox is a standard 
polishing slurry for III-V materials.  

2.3.3 NaClO/CA 

As mentioned in section 2.2.1 a two-step process is often used in CMP to achieve 
surfaces that satisfies the surface roughness requirements. The second step is often 
abrasive free and often has very low removal rates but is focused on removing defects 
induced by the first rougher polishing step. In this process the polishing pad solely 
attributes the mechanical polishing. A combination of sodium hypochlorite (NaClO) and 
citric acid (CA) has been reported by several authors to be suitable abrasive free slurry 
for the fine polishing of InP [16][17].  
 
In water NaClO decomposes into sodium ions and hypochlorite ions. The hypochlorite 
ions in an aqueous environment reach the following equilibrium: 
 

𝐻𝑂𝐶𝑙 ↔𝐾1 𝐻+ + 𝑂𝐶𝑙− 
𝐶𝑙2 + 𝐻2𝑂 ↔𝐾2 𝐻𝑂𝐶𝑙 + 𝐶𝑙− + 𝐻+ 

 
The ratio between hypochlorite ions, hypochlorous acid and chlorine is pH dependent 
where a lower pH value favors chlorine [18]. According to Morisawa et. al. it is thought 
that chlorine has a similar oxidizing effect on III-V material as bromine [16]: 
 

 
 
Together these two chemicals can oxidize InP, which can then be removed more easily. 
It is known that the free etching rate of each one of these substances alone is negligible 
[17].  

2.4 Interaction between the polishing pad and slurry  

As mentioned in section 2.3.1 about polishing slurries the slurry typically consists of an 
oxidizer, abrasives and some other chemicals to control the pH value and other 
parameters of the slurry. The oxidizer works in two ways. It oxidizes the bulk material 
thus creating an oxide film. This oxide typically has weaker bonds than the bulk 
material, which allows the pad to remove the oxide. At the same time this film protects 
“valleys” in the bulk material from further chemical attack [10]. This together with the 
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fact that higher points on the surface will be exposed to higher local pressure leads to 
planarization at the same time. This is depicted in Figure 3.  

 
Figure 3. Description of the interaction between the polishing pad and the deposited film on top of a 

substrate (typically a wafer). Point on the film, which has a higher elevation, is exposed to a higher local 
pressure, which allows the polishing pad to remove the uppermost oxide layer. In the valleys to the right 

side of the picture a lower local pressure is present resulting in a lowering of the etch rate. Here the 
oxide film help to protect the deposited film from being exposed to the etching chemicals in the slurry. 

 
During polishing the abrasives induce mechanical damage into the wafer which helps 
the oxidizer to oxidize even more of the wafer and thus increasing the removal rate of 
the system. The abrasives also help to remove the formed oxide even faster, which in 
some cases can improve the removal rates by several orders of magnitude [10]. Because 
of the introduction of these particles onto the wafer post-CMP cleaning is very 
important. Particles can get stuck on the wafer either through electrostatic interaction 
between the wafer and the particle or by sticking in cracks and defects induced by the 
particle itself. It is important to point out is that these scratches are unavoidable 
especially in polishing of III-V materials, which are rather soft compared to silicon. The 
end results of these slurries containing abrasives are seldom sufficient enough for post-
epitaxial polishing. Because of this these slurries cannot be used to achieve the final 
surface [17]. Instead a two-step process is used where the first step employs slurry that 
contains abrasives and a second step, in which the slurry does not contain abrasives. 
The second step only makes use of the oxidizer and the polishing effect of the pad. 
Because of the absence of abrasives in these slurries this step is often referred to as 
abrasive-free polishing.  

2.5 Post CMP-cleaning 

The CMP process considered being a rather dirty step that might induce several 
unwanted impurities in the wafer. Particles from either the pad or the slurry might get 
adsorbed onto the surface of the wafer through different physical or chemical 
mechanisms such as physisorption (van Der Waals forces), chemisorption (through 
chemical bonds between the adsorbed particles and the surface) and electrostatic 
attraction between the particles and the surface (known as the zeta-potential). Other 
than general wet cleaning with acids and bases to get rid of metal contaminants and 
oxide knowledge about the zeta potential and oxygen plasma etch is necessary [19].  
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2.5.1 Zeta Potential 

When a particle is dispersed into another medium of another phase (e.g. a solid particle 
in a liquid medium) an electrostatic double-layer is formed around the particle. This 
layer is formed because the dispersed particle has another electronegativity than the 
surrounding medium. This causes the particle to attract either positive or negative ions 
from the surrounding. Closest to the particle the ions are adsorbed. After this a diffusion 
layer of ions of the opposite charge of the particle exists. The boundary between the 
adsorbed ions and the diffusion layer is referred to as the Stern layer. Whenever the 
particle moves around in the dispersion medium due to Brownian motion or by any 
other cause this electrostatic double-layer follows. The Zeta potential are defined as the 
potential difference between the Stern layer and the boundary between the diffusion 
layer and the dispersion medium as depicted in Figure 4. The Zeta potential can be used 
as a measurement of how stable a solution is. Higher absolute values of Zeta causes a 
repulsive effect between the dispersed particles while low values of the Zeta potential 
causes agglomeration due to Van der Waals forces. The Zeta potential of dispersed 
particles can be altered by adjusting the pH of the solution [20].  

 
Figure 4. Description of the definition of Zeta potential. In the centre, the particle is located with an 

inner layer of charges. The potential difference from the edge of this layer (the Stern layer) to the end of 
the electrical double layer is defined as the Zeta potential.  

2.5.2 Oxygen plasma etch 

Oxygen plasma etch is a very effective way of removing organic contaminants from the 
wafer surface. In oxygen plasma etch, oxygen plasma is generated in a low-pressure 
chamber and then allowed to bombard the wafer. Oxygen plasma is a mixture of oxygen 
atoms, ions, electrons, oxygen gas and high energetic photons. These high energetic 
photons (typically in the UV-range) can easily break bonds in organic molecules. Then 
the different oxygen species in the plasma can react with the organic contaminants to 
form simple molecules with high vapor pressure such as CO, CO2 and H2O, which are 
then easily evacuated from the plasma chamber [21].  

2.5.3 Sulfuric Acid Clean 

To remove native oxide and oxide formed in the oxygen plasma etch process sulfuric 
acid is used. Sulfuric acid is known to etch InP and using a model proposed by van Dorp 
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et al. an etch rate of approximately 0.9 Å/min is expected for etching with 18M sulfuric 
acid. Due to this the samples cannot be left for too long in sulfuric acid [22].  

2.6 Hydride Vapor Phase Epitaxy 

Hydride Vapor Phase Epitaxy (HVPE) is an effective epitaxial technique to deposit 
layers of III-V semiconductors. The group III elements are allowed to react with 
hydrogen chloride in the following reaction (Indium in this case): 
 

2𝐼𝑛(𝑙)  +  2𝐻𝐶𝑙(𝑔)  ↔ 2𝐼𝑛𝐶𝑙(𝑔)  +  𝐻2(𝑔) 
 
Arsine and phosphine are then used to react with the formed hydrides of group III 
elements. In the case of InP deposition the following reaction occurs at the substrate: 
 

𝐼𝑛𝐶𝑙 +  𝑃𝐻3 ↔ 𝐼𝑛𝑃(𝑠)  +  𝐻𝐶𝑙 +  𝐻2 
 
The HVPE chamber consists of five different zones, zone 1 to 5. The temperature of one 
of each zone can be controlled individually. The source gases and carrier gases are 
transported by a temperature gradient in the HVPE chamber. The source gases together 
with carrier gases are introduced in zone one and two while the substrate is being held 
in zone four. Zone three and five helps to control the temperature gradient [23].  

2.7 CELOG 

To realize photonic devices with an InP/Si heterojunction a low defect density is 
required. Normal heteroepitaxial growth is not sufficient due to the lattice mismatch 
between InP and Si of 8% and causes severe dislocation defects. To come around this 
CELOG technique is used. The main idea is to let the growth start from nucleation at an 
InP seed instead of nucleation at the Si substrate, which is the case of standard 
heteroepitaxy. The CELOG process is as follows: An approximately 2 µm thick InP seed 
layer is deposited by metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy onto a Si substrate. 
Photolithography followed by reactive ion etching (RIE) leaves mesa-like structures. 
These mesas are then covered with silicon dioxide with the exception from a small hole 
at the top of the mesa. When the growth is initiated by HVPE a complete selectivity of 
nucleation in the holes on top of the mesas instead of the Si substrate allows the InP to 
first grow upwards through the hole (denoted zone 1 in Figure 5) then in a spherical 
manner to both the sides and upwards at the same time (denoted zone 2 in Figure 5) 
and then finally downward on the mesa and then laterally over the Si surface to form 
heterojunctions in the InP/Si interface (denoted zone 3 in Figure 5). By this technique 
dislocation defects that will usually continue throughout the whole epitaxial layer will be 
confined into region I and region II in Figure 5 and leave a low-defect region in the 
interfacial region between InP and Si [24].  
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Figure 5. A sketch describing the CELOG growth. The growth starts from the III-V seed layer and out 

from the hole in the mesa. In zone I and II extended defects are present that arise from the high density 
de fect III-V seed. Zone III however are free from defects [24]. 

2.8 Semiconductor Lasers (and Quantum Well Lasers) 

A semiconductor laser is often referred to as a laser diode (LD). In a light emitting diode 
(LED), the holes and electrons radiatively recombine to emit photons. This emission is 
called spontaneous emission and the emitted light goes in all directions. Contrary to the 
case of LED’s, in LD’s the emitted light is coherent and the photons are in phase with 
each other. Electrically a laser diode is a p-i-n diode where holes from the p-region and 
electrons from the n-region are pumped into the intrinsic region to produce photons. 
The intrinsic region is sandwiched between the p- and n-doped regions. The intrinsic 
region is often referred to as the active region. The intrinsic region is of another material 
than the p- and n-doped regions. The difference in refractive index between these 
materials (p, n < active region) together with the cleaved edges (mirrors) creates the 
resonance cavity. The resonant cavity is a requirement for the lasing effect to occur. If 
the active layer is thin enough for quantum confinement to occur (that is, the active 
layer is a quantum well) then it is called a quantum well laser. The wavelength of a 
quantum well laser can easily be tuned by changing the thickness of the active layer 
(quantum well). In Figure 6 a quantum well laser is depicted [25].  
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Figure 6. A simple picture of a quantum well laser. The active layer (the quantum well) is of another 
material than the p- and n-doped regions and is sandwiched between them. The quantum well itself 

consists of a number of wells (low bandgap) and barriers (high bandgap) Electrical current is supplied 
through the two contact layers on the top and bottom of the quantum well laser. 

 

2.9 AFM 

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) is a type of scanning probe microscopy that allows for 
imaging at very low dimensions and at a very high resolution. The basic AFM setup 
always includes a cantilever for sensing the specimen, a laser reflecting on the cantilever 
to a detector for sensing deflections in the cantilever, a feedback system that adjusts the 
height of the cantilever and a computer for gathering data. The cantilever is equipped 
with a small narrow tip whose top-radius is usually in the order of tens of nanometers. 
This cantilever feels the variations according to Hooke’s law on the surface and can thus 
map the topography. The force that affects the cantilever is the Van der Waal’s force that 
plays an important role when the distance between molecules are small. A typical 
cantilever is shown in Figure 7. 

 
Figure 7. A cantilever used in AFM. Due to the very small distance between the tip and the sample the 

cantilever is attracted to the sample because of Van der Waal’s forces. The laser beam reflecting on the 
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cantilever works as an optical leverage system that allows the detector to detect even very small 
movements. This is what makes the AFM so sensitive in the vertical direction. 

 
The feedback system makes sure that the tip exerts a constant amount of force. If the tip 
senses an increase in height the feedback system will send signals that moves the stage 
with the cantilever upwards. If a small drop is present in the surface the feedback 
system will make sure that the stage follows with the surface. The AFM has a very high 
resolution in the order of Å in the vertical direction. This is due to the optical leverage 
system of the laser that reflects on the cantilever that allows for very small changes in 
the cantilever to detected. The detector consists of photodiodes and converts the laser 
position to electrical signals, which is then translated by the help of a computer to data. 
There are three different methods of measuring the topography with AFM. These are 
contact mode, non-contact mode and tapping mode. In contact mode the tip of the 
cantilever is always in contact with the surface. In this mode the bending of the 
cantilever will mainly be an effect of friction forces and adhesion forces. In non-contact 
mode the cantilever is being held at a certain height above the surface and set to 
resonance by a piezoelectric crystal. Typical resonance frequencies are in the order of 
hundreds of kilohertz. In this mode either the amplitude or frequency of oscillation is 
kept constant. As the distance between the tip and the surface changes the amplitude 
and frequency will change because of Van der Waal’s forces of molecules and atoms at 
short distances. By keeping either the amplitude or frequency constant the other 
parameter can be measured and thus generate the topography of the sample. Typical 
values of the force between the tip and surface are on the order of nanoNewtons. 
However both of these modes of scanning comes with their drawbacks (systematic 
drawbacks, not the artifacts of AFM which will be covered in a section 2.9.1). In contact 
mode the tip and most importantly the sample might get damaged. This damaging 
might also distort the image. If for instance the tip causes the creation of a trench on a 
flat surface then the image will also show a trench. In non-contact mode, apart from 
having a lower resolution than contact mode, it is also much more sensitive to 
contaminants on the surface. If a small droplet of water is present the tip will follow the 
contour of the droplet and thus the image generated will show a small “hill” that in 
reality is not there. To overcome these issues a third mode of operation has been 
developed namely the tapping mode™. Tapping mode™ is in the middle ground 
between contact and non-contact. In tapping mode™ the cantilever is kept slightly 
above the surface and then set to resonance frequency similar to non-contact mode. 
However in tapping mode™ the oscillation amplitude of the cantilever is typical on the 
order of 100-200 nm as opposed to non-contact mode which amplitude is on the order 
of a tenth of tapping mode™ amplitude. This relatively high amplitude causes the tip to 
touch the sample one time every cycle (hence the name “tapping”) thus bypassing the 
drawbacks presented for contact- and non-contact mode [26].  

2.9.1 Imaging artifacts 

There are several image artifacts that may be observed when working with AFM. An 
image artifact is a feature, which is observed in the image but in reality, is not there. 
This section will not cover all possible artifacts that might occur in AFM but merely to 
give the reader an idea of what might cause the image distortion and also to remind the 
reader to be critical to what has been observed when performing AFM. The trench 
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caused by contact mode AFM and the “hill” caused by non-contact mode AFM is 
examples of two artifacts. Image artifacts of AFM can be categorized accordingly to their 
origin like tip effects, scanner effects and other effects (such as contamination and 
issues with the setup). Typical tip artifacts can be related to the physical shape of the tip. 
These artifacts arise because the piezoelectric crystals in the stage sense the movement 
of the cantilever. Thus the system cannot make any difference whether it is the top of the 
tip that experiences deflection or if it is the tip itself. Scanner artifacts are related with 
the piezo electric crystals. One of these scanner artifacts are known as piezoelectric 
creep. It occurs when the scanner is moved to a new position (like when a new scan is 
initiated). During the movement the piezoelectric crystals are given a constant voltage in 
order to move the tip. Due to hysteresis it takes a short while for the scanner to settle 
and this results in a distortion of the first few lines of a scan. Another common artifact is 
laser interference. Laser interference reveals itself as periodic lines across the image. 
This occurs because of constructive interference between the laser reflected from the tip 
and the sample that hits the detector. For a more detailed explanation of AFM artifacts 
and what might cause them, see [27]. 

2.10 Scanning electron microscopy 

In Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) the sample is scanned in a raster manner with 
a focused electron beam with a size of a few nanometers. In a typical SEM setup 
electrons are generated from a tungsten filament and then accelerated by an external 
voltage to the sample. The electron beam are focused with magnetic coils and apertures. 
The scanning movement of the beam are done by deflection coils that orients the 
electron beam in the xy-plane. When the electron beam reaches the sample there are 
several interactions between electrons and the sample that take place. Backscattered 
electrons, secondary electrons and X-rays are the most commonly detected products in 
SEM. Backscattered electrons are a result from elastic scattering effects that occur when 
the accelerated electrons from the electron beam hit the sample. Elements with a higher 
atomic number backscatter electrons with higher energy than elements with lower 
atomic energy. Therefore heavier elements appear to be more bright in the scan than 
lighter elements. This can be exploited to get a idea of how elements are distributed 
across the surface. Secondary electrons are low energy electrons that are a result from 
inelastic scattering processes. The electrons are ejected from the k-shell of the atom. 
Because of the low energy these electrons typically originate from the first few atomic 
layers of the surface and thus often gives the most accurate image of the surface. The 
detector for secondary electrons attract the low energetic electrons by having a 
positively charged metal grid. Emitted X-rays from the process can be collected to 
perform Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) to obtain information about the 
elemental composition of the analyzed surface[28]. 
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3. Experimental 
In order to construct a device (or grow another epitaxial layer) on an InP layer grown on 
silicon a planarized surface with very low defect density and roughness is required. This 
is achieved using a standard two-step CMP process where the first step uses 
commercially available Chemlox for the first step and slurry made out of NaClO and CA 
as the second step. In this section the optimization process of the polishing together 
with the characterization of the samples are presented. In this process pieces of InP 
substrates and InP substrates  with an epitaxial thin film of iron doped InP are used 
instead of InP/Si CELOG substrates. The primary reason for considering the former  is 
that these InP substrates are of factory-polished grade (meaning a surface roughness 
well below 1 nm) and  because of this in the optimization process it is very easy to 
understand what kind of defects the polishing induces. Every InP/Si CELOG substrate 
grown with HVPE are of different surface quality and thus it is important to know how 
the polishing process affects the samples. Since the number of CELOG InP/Si samples 
were limited, epitaxial InP layers containing hillocks on InP substrate were considered.  
These hillocks gives the InP substrates a very poor planarity. These hillocks can be used 
to see how the polishing process affects the planarity of the InP substrates. The 
unpolished backside of InP substrates was used to simulate the very rough surface that 
the CELOG process yield. The ultimate goal of this section is to develop a polishing 
process that yields as smooth surfaces as the factory-polished InP substrates within the 
given constraints. Therefore a benchmark sample has been established with an Rq value 
of 0.34 nm in a 50 µm AFM scan.  
 
Throughout this chapter several different samples are being used. In table 1 These 
samples are listed together with complementary information.  
 
Table 1. The different samples used throughout the polishing optimization process. 

Sample name Structure of 
substrates 
Epitaxial = E) 

Used for Section Other Notes 

Benchmark InP Polish benchmark 3 Factory 
polished 

ChemPressure1 E-InP/InP Optimization of  
pressure, Chemlox  

3.2.1 8 rings 

ChemPressure2 E-InP/InP Optimization of  
pressure, Chemlox 

3.2.1 4 rings 

ChemPressure3 E-InP/InP Optimization of  
pressure, Chemlox 

3.2.1 2 rings 

WaterPolish E-InP/InP Examine induced 
defects from pad 

3.2.1 Only water  

ChemRR100 Unpolished 
backside InP 

Examine Chemlox 
polishing rate 

3.2.3 100% 
Chemlox 

ChemRR25 Unpolished 
backside InP 

Examine Chemlox 
polishing rate 

3.2.3 25% 
Chemlox 75% 
Water 

CAPressure1 E-InP/InP Optimization of  3.3.2 3.5 rings 
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pressure, CA/NaClO 
CAPressure2 E-InP/InP Optimization of  

pressure, CA/NaClO 
3.3.2 5 rings 

CAPressure3 E-InP/InP Optimization of  
pressure , CA/NaClO 

3.3.2 6 rings 

CACompConc E-InP/InP Investigation of 
chemical 
concentration effect 

3.3.3 36 ml, 50 
wt% CA / 
200 ml, 14 
wt% NaClO 

CACompDil E-InP/InP Investigation of 
chemical 
concentration effect 

3.3.3 36 ml, 10 
wt% CA / 
200 ml, 1.4 
wt% NaClO 

Clean 
 

E-InP/InP Investigation of 
sulfuric acid effect 
on polished sample 

3.4.3 10 min 
oxygen 
plasma etch  

CleanSulf2 E-InP/InP Investigation of 
sulfuric acid effect 
on polished sample 

3.4.3 10 min 
oxygen 
plasma etch 
+ 2 min 
sulfuric acid 

CleanSulf60 E-InP/InP Investigation of 
sulfuric acid effect 
on polished sample 

3.4.3 10 min 
oxygen 
plasma etch 
+ 60 min 
sulfuric acid 

CleanSulf2Ammonia 
2 

E-InP/InP Investigation of 
ammonia effect on 
polished sample 

3.4.4 10 min 
oxygen 
plasma + 2 
min sulfuric 
acid + 2 min 
ammonia 

Chem2 E-InP/InP Preparation for two 
step polish trial 

3.5  

Chem3 E-InP/InP Preparation for two 
step polish trial 

3.5  

Chem4 E-InP/InP Preparation for two 
step polish trial 

3.5  

  
 

3.1 CMP of InP 

The CMP process used in this thesis consisted of two steps. The first step which is a 
rough polishing step with commercial slurry called Chemlox that uses alumina 
nanoparticles as abrasives. This step is considered as rough because the removal rate is 
on the order from hundreds of nanometer up to a few micrometers per minute. This step 
also accounts for the removal of severe surface defects such as hillocks. Because the hard 
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alumina particles (compared with the hardness of InP) together with the polishing pad 
induces a lot of defects such as scratches and mini-hillocks (on the order of a couple of 
tens of nanometer) a second step is required. This step uses removal rates on the order 
of nanometers up to a few tens of nanometers. In this work abrasive-free slurry 
consisting of citric acid (CA) and sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl) is used. Another benefit 
from the two-step process apart from the reduction of surface defects is the improved 
control of removed material. In semiconductor device fabrication the thickness control 
of each layer is important. With a two-step process control on the order of nanometers 
can be achieved without too long run times even if the starting layer is several 
micrometers thick. 

3.1.1 Pre-CMP 

The 2-inch InP wafers was cut into small pieces with sizes of approximately one square 
centimeter. This was done by placing the full wafer on a very flat glass plate. The cutting 
was done by gently pressing a scalpel by one of the edges in a {100} crystal plane 
direction. If the cut is done properly the cut will follow the crystal plane, which result in 
a straight cut. Because the samples are too small to be directly fitted onto the jig a 
circular quartz plate was used. A polymer wax, which is solid at room temperature, was 
used for sticking the sample to the quartz plate. The polymer wax used was a hot 
mounting wax of brand Allied (company) with a melting point of 107 oC [29]. The quartz 
plate was heated to 140 oC to ensure as uniform distribution as possible. If the wax is not 
uniformly melted it may cause a slight tilt in the sample during polishing which would 
further induce a non-uniform pressure distribution. The sample was then fixed with the 
help of two cotton sticks onto the melted wax. After mounting the sample the quartz 
plate was left to cool down to room temperature before attachment to the jig. 
 

3.1.2 Polishing Equipment 

The polisher equipment used was a LP50 polisher together with a PP5 jig, both provided 
by Logitech. A photograph of the setup is shown in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. A photograph of the CMP system used in this thesis. To the top left the slurry container is 

located. The small rods around the polishing pad allows for more substrates to be polished at the same 
time. These rods rotates in a sweeping movement which makes the jig sweeping over the polishing pad 

during the process. 

3.2 Chemlox polishing optimization 

The first step used in this work was done by commercial Chemlox polishing suspension 
provided by Logitech. As the grown InP layers were of thicknesses of a couple of 
micrometers a good control of the removal rate of the process was needed. This 
optimization was done by adjusting the pressure, rotational speed, the slurry feed rate 
and finally the Chemlox concentration (diluted in water). 
When the InP films are grown on the Si substrate with the CELOG process several 
surface defects can occur. Most severe are the formation of hillocks, which appear as 
small islands, which can be several micrometers high, measured from the surface of the 
InP film. A microscope image of one of these hillocks can be seen in Figure 9. In order 
for the wafer to be planarized these defects need to be removed. As discussed in section 

Figure 9. A Nomarski optical microscope image of a hillock magnified 
at 50x. Polarized light is used to improve the contrast. At the top a 
clear crown can be seen. This particular one was measured to be 3 µm 
high. 
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2.1 higher points on the wafer experience higher local pressure. This causes the hillocks 
to be etched faster than the rest of the wafer. 

3.2.1 Removal of Hillocks 

The first step in the Chemlox optimization process was to get rid of the hillocks but not 
to etch the wafer too much. It was found out that the removal of hillocks was heavily 
dependent on the pressure of the wafer onto the polishing pad. By increasing the 
pressure on the samples to values between approximately 2 and 3 rings it was found that 
the hillocks could be removed within a couple of minutes with a rather low slurry feed 
rate and a rotational speed of 40 rpm. However the higher pressure together with the 
Chemlox polishing suspension on the rather soft InP wafer was found to induce new 
defects in form of scratches and some other defects such as adsorbed abrasives and the 
formation of mini hillocks. The two latter defects are referred to as “white dots” in this 
text because of the appearance in the AFM scans. These defects will be discussed in the 
following sections. An AFM scan of a polished sample that shows these defects is 
provided in Figure 10.  

 
Figure 10. AFM scan of sample ChemPressure3 that show some of the defects that may be induced 

during CMP process with Chemlox polishing suspension. In the image, scratches of different size and 
depths and particles called ”white dots” are present. 

The scratches formed in this CMP process was caused both by the polishing pad and by 
the abrasives in the Chemlox. Simply polishing with just water supports this and an 
AFM scan from one of these water-only polished samples is shown in Figure 11.  
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Figure 11. InP sample polished with only water (sample WaterPolish). The induced scratches from the 

polishing pad are clearly visible in the AFM scan to the left. The scratches were measured to be between 
0.5 nm to several nanometers deep. This is visible in the depth profile in the right figure. 
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3.2.2 Investigation of “white dots” 

One of the more clear defects induced by the Chemlox polishing process was the so 
called “white dots” which can be seen in Figure 10. There are two kinds of these defects. 
First the larger ones that often was found in the larger cracks and smaller white dots, 
which were randomly distributed across most of the AFM scans. These “white dots” are 
thought to be both adsorbed abrasives from the Chemlox slurry and mini hillocks that 
are formed on the wafer. They could also be a result of contamination on the sample 
caused from the surrounding environment or from not cleaning the wafer thoroughly. In 
order to investigate this a thorough cleaning process was made together with EDS 
analysis of these “white dots”. The EDS measurements showed that the “white dots” 
contained Al, O, In and P. An SEM image of one larger “white dot” are shown in Figure 
12. The presence of In and P indicates that residues from the substrate adhere to the 
surface.  

12.  
Figure 12. SEM image of a ”white dot”. From EDS of this sample (ChemPressure3) In and P was present. 

3.2.3 Optimization of removal rate using Chemlox 

The optimization of the removal rate with Chemlox was done by polishing with the 
pressure, rotation speed and applied slurry rate that was found to give the least amount 
of surface defects such as scratches and “white dots”. The removal rate was optimized by 
diluting the Chemlox with water. The cross-sections of the samples were measured with 
SEM before and after the polishing. The first sample is polished with 100-vol% Chemlox 
(sample ChemRR100) and the second one with 25-vol% Chemlox (sample ChemRR25). 
In Table 2 the results of these runs are summarized. 
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Table 2. Data from Chemlox removal rate optimization runs. 

Chemlox 
Concentration 
[Vol%] 

Thickness 
before polish 
[µm] 

Thickness after 
polish [µm] 

Polish time 
[min] 

Removal Rate 
[µm/min] 

100 358,5 335,9 30 0,75 

25 358,5 344,1 30 0,48 

 

3.3 Fine polishing optimization 

The second step of the CMP process was the fine polishing step. As with the Chemlox 
polishing this step also had to be optimized. The primary reason for this step was to get 
further control over the thickness reduction, as the first step was rather rough and to 
further improve the roughness and reduce the defect density. One important difference 
though in the second step of polishing is that the sample had now already been 
planarized and thus the most severe surface defects, which might occur on InP wafers, 
are already gone. The focus here was rather to reduce the amount of surface defects such 
as scratches and shallow extended defects that might have been introduced during the 
Chemlox suspension-polishing step. 

3.3.1 NaClO/CA slurry optimization 

The slurry used in this step is a combination of NaClO and CA. As described in the 
introduction section, InP is oxidized by chlorine gas. Chlorine gas can be extracted from 
the NaClO solution by reducing the pH as lower values favor the concentration of 
Chlorine [18]. When these two chemicals are mixed an exothermic reaction is initiated. 
If mixed in higher concentrations the formation of chlorine gets very intense and hard to 
control. 
Even for lower concentration one has to keep in mind that the chlorine gas generation 
decreases over time as the dissolved chlorine concentration in the mixture decreases 
over time. This might cause the removal rate of the wafer to be non-uniform and in the 
end be very low (and new scratches from the polishing pad might be induced). Two 
approaches to overcome this issue were investigated in this work. One approach was to 
mix the chemicals continuously right on the polishing pad. This allows the operator to 
use high concentrations of NaClO and CA as even if the formation of chlorine is intense 
the rotation of the pad will ensure that the chlorine reaches the sample before escaping.. 
Another approach was to dilute both of the constituents with more H2O as H2O has no 
effect on polishing [30]. The primary objective of this polishing step was to remove 
scratches and defects induced by the first step.  

3.3.2 Pressure optimization 

Because the polishing pad itself induces defects on the wafer in the form of scratches a 
balance between generation of scratches and removal of scratches has to be in the favor 
of the latter. Scratch generation from the pad is related to the applied pressure to the 
wafer during the CMP process. This was observed in the Chemlox polishing phase. This 
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is also confirmed in the NaClO/CA polishing phase by keeping all the polishing 
parameters but the pressure constant. An example of this can be seen in figure 14.  
 

 
Figure 13. Three samples that were had been polished for 15 minutes with CA/NaClO slurry mixed with 

50wt% CA, 14-wt% NaClO with 30 RPM. The pressure in a) is 3.5 rings (sample CAPressure1), in b) 5 
rings (sample CAPressure2) and in c) 6 rings (sample CAPressure3). A clear reduction in the amount of 

scratches can be seen as the pressure applied reduces. 

3.3.3 Slurry composition optimization 

Other than from the pressure in terms of surface defects is the removal rate compared 
with the rate of induced scratches from the polishing pad. This is another reason why 
keeping a constant removal rate is important and as discussed in chapter 2, therefore 
the chlorine extraction from the slurry must be kept as stable as possible throughout the 
polishing process. The rate the polishing pad induces scratches can be considered as 
constant and therefore if the removal rate decreases too much towards the end of the 
polishing process a severe density of surface effects might still be present in the end 
result. In this work this was regulated by diluting the concentrations of the CA solution 
and the NaClO with more H2O. By doing this the chlorine extraction rate from the slurry 
was much slower but made sure to be on a level high enough throughout the CMP 
process to further reduce the amount of induced scratches. In Figure 15 AFM scans from 
two different slurries is shown. From these results it can be seen that the sample 
polished with the diluted CA/NaClO slurry had fewer scratches than the sample 
polished with the concentrated CA/NaClO.  
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Figure 14. In a) the sample (sample CACompDil) has been polished with a slurry containing 1:5,5 ratio 

of 10wt% CA and 1,4wt% NaClO respectively. In b) the sample (sample CACompConc) has been polished 
with a slurry containing 1:5,5 ratio of 50wt% CA and 14wt% NaClO. A decrease in the induced scratches 

can be seen. 

3.4 Post-CMP 

3.4.1 Removal of the sample from quartz plate 

The first step after the CMP process was to rinse the sample with water thoroughly. If 
not done immediately after the CMP the slurry might continue to etch the sample. After 
the CMP process the sample had to be removed from the quartz plate. This was done in 
a similar way as in the mounting of the sample but backwards. This step needs to be 
taken with caution, as it is very easy to damage the sample. If the sample has not been 
rinsed with water properly before the heating, severe defects such as hillocks or etching 
pits might occur if there is slurry residues left on the wafer. When physically removing 
the sample small wooden sticks are used to reduce the risk of damaging the sample. The 
mounting wax on the sample was removed by placing the wafer in acetone for a couple 
of minutes. The acetone formed a thin film on the surface of the sample. This thin film 
of acetone was removed by rinsing the sample with 2-propanol.  

3.4.2 Oxygen plasma etch 

After the cleaning with acetone and 2-propanol the wafer was exposed to oxygen 
plasma. This was done to remove carbon contamination. These carbon residues might 
come from several sources such as leftovers from the wax and the polishing pad. The 
equipment used for oxygen plasma etch was a TePla Model 300 Plasma System 
operating at 1000W. The plasma was generated at 60 C and 2.45 GHz. The wafers were 
exposed for 10 minutes.  

3.4.3 Sulfuric acid clean 

Concentrated sulfuric acid (96%) was used to remove oxide layers formed on the InP. 
Due to the free etch rate of InP with sulfuric acid the samples cannot be left for too long 
in the sulfuric acid or surface roughening might occur. In Figure 16 this process is 
shown for three different samples polished with Chemlox. From this figure the etching 
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effect of sulfuric acid is clear. A short exposure to sulfuric acid can lead to an improved 
surface roughness. However if the sample is exposed for too long in the acid a decrease 
in surface roughness may occur. By investigating the height of the surface defects 
referred to as the “white dots” the etching effect of InP was obvious. From these results 
it can be confirmed that a few minutes of sulfuric acid cleaning is sufficient to remove 
oxides to improve the surface roughness. 
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Figure 15. Cleaning of three samples that has been polished with Chemlox. All samples have been 
exposed to oxygen plasma etch. In sample a) no sulfuric acid has been used (sample Clean). The “white 

dots” have typical sizes between 50 and 100 nm and the roughness of this sample is around 4.5 nm. 
Sample b) has been cleaned with sulfuric acid for two minutes (sample CleanSulf2). Typical heights of 

the “white dots” are between 50 and 70 nm and the roughness is around 3.8 nm. In c) 60 minutes of 
sulfuric acid has been used (sample CleanSulf60). Typical sizes of the “white dots” are now up to 30 nm 

and the surface roughness is 5.8 nm. 
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3.4.4 Ammonia clean 

The ammonia solution step was used in order to remove any alumina residues that 
might be left from the Chemlox clean. Ammonia is used to alter the zeta potential of 
both the sample and any particles adhered to the surface. Ammonia was used because it 
etches neither InP nor Si. In Figure 17 a sample from the same batch as in figure 16b) 
have been treated with two minutes in 25% ammonia solution. All of the larger “white 
dots” disappeared and the surface roughness was improved.  

 
Figure 16. A sample (sample CleanSulf2Ammonia2) from the same batch as fig. 16b) has been treated 

with 2 minutes of ammonia solution after the oxygen plasma and 2 minutes of sulfuric acid. The “white” 
dots are now below 50 nm and the surface roughness was measured to 2.89 nm. 

 

3.5 Discussion 

This chapter describes the optimization process of the two different steps that was used 
in the polishing of the InP CELOG layer described in the next chapter. These two 
methods combined have been proven to give exceptionally planarized and smooth 
surfaces with roughness below one nanometer in a 50 µm AFM scan. In these runs 
however approximately ten micrometers were removed which is too much. According to 
Y.T. Sun et al a maximum of 2-3 µm can be removed of the CELOG grown layer for 
optimal crystal quality [7]. This chapter should rather be treated as a thorough 
investigation of how the two slurry steps have been optimized in order to achieve as 
good roughness as possible within the given constraints. In reality the polishing process 
is very complex and if one starts with a sample that is very rough from the beginning 
(such as a CELOG sample) the removal rate during the first minutes of polishing will be 
very high. 
 
It was observed during the Chemlox optimization step that the removal of hillocks 
(planarization rate) was more dependent on the pressure than on the other parameters. 
However any conclusions whether the increased pressure affect the removal rate or not 
in this process is impossible to draw which can be seen from Table 3 in where three 
samples of the same size from the same wafer was polished with the same parameters. 
These variations might be explained by the inconsistent way of applying the slurry onto 
the polishing pad but nevertheless it demonstrates the issues with CMP. 
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Table 3. Three samples polished with the same parameters but with different removal rates. 

Sample Polish 
time 
[min] 

Pressure 
[rings] 

Removed 
material 
[µm] 

Slurry 
feed rate 
[droplets/
s] 

Polishing 
speed 
[RPM] 

Removal 
rate 
[µm/s] 

Chem2 10 3 10.8 1.5 40 1.08 

Chem3 10 3 18.8 1.5 40 1.88 

Chem4 10 3 19.8 1.5 40 1.98 

 
In the second step of CMP big improvements in the surface quality could be seen when 
the applied pressure was six rings or more. Before that a lot of scratches was still 
induced probably caused by the pad due to too high pressure. The water-only polish 
made as a reference point justifies this claim. This sample was polished with an applied 
pressure of three rings. Attempts of measuring the removal rate of the CA/NaClO slurry 
was made by polishing InP samples with a deposited Fe-doped InP seed layer and using 
a stein etching technique to measure the thickness of the seed layer before and after 
polish. These attempts failed however because in most cases the deposited seed layer 
was not uniform from the beginning and the removal rate of CA/NaClO slurry is 
typically on the order of ten nanometers per minute [16,17]. Therefore the removed 
material and thus the removal rate could not be determined 
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4. QW growth on InP/Si CELOG substrate 

4.1 CELOG of InP on Si 

The CELOG InP/Si substrate was grown in the following way: A 50 nm thin layer buffer 
layer of GaAs was deposited on top of a (100) Si substrate. On top of the buffer layer a 2 
µm thick InP seed layer was deposited. Both the buffer layer and the seed layer were 
grown using MOVPE. 30-µm wide circular openings in the seed layer were developed by 
depositing a 400 nm thick SiO2 layer by PECVD followed by photolithography and 
reactive ion etching (RIE). The remains of the photomask were removed by oxygen 
plasma etching and the exposed buffer layer of GaAs was etched away with a mixture of 
sulfuric acid, hydrogen peroxide and water. A 200 nm thick layer of Si3N4 was 
deposited over the whole substrate by PECVD to right after be removed by anisotropic 
RIE in the Si openings and on the top of the InP mesas. A cross-section sketch of the 
silicon substrate with InP mesas prior to CELOG growth can be seen in Figure 18.  
 

 
Figure 17. Sketch of the InP mesas prior to HVPE growth. The InP seed mesas are surrounded by Si3N4 

walls to prevent growth in the lateral dimensions. 

The substrate was then grown with HVPE to grow an approximately 20 µm thick InP 
CELOG layer. An AFM scan of the InP/Si CELOG sample after growth can be found in 
Figure 19. A surface roughness of 33.2 nm was measured. XRD measurements of the 
InP/Si sample was also taken. The (004)-peak is shown in Figure 20 and confirms a 
good crystalline quality of the sample. 
 

 
Figure 18. InP/Si CELOG sample after growth. The roughness in this sample was measured to be 33.2 
nm.  
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Figure 19. XRD measurements of the InP/Si CELOG sample after growth. 

4.2 Polishing of CELOG InP/Si 

The InP/Si CELOG sample was polished with a two-step CMP developed in this work. 
As mentioned in the section 3.5 the removal rate was not very well defined in this work 
and if the surface to be polished is very rough to begin with one can expect very high 
removal rates. Therefore the first step (Chemlox polish) of the CMP process could not go 
on for very long. To ensure maximum planarization in a very short polishing time, very 
high pressure was applied to the InP/Si substrate. The substrate was polished for 20 
seconds with CMP and then measured with a needle with a measurement error of 1 µm. 
Approximately 2 µm +- 1 µm was removed in first step of CMP. This step was followed 
by a 15 minute long polish with CA/NaClO to remove scratches induced by the first step. 
This was succeeded by the same process of post-CMP treatment as described in chapter 
three. After the polishing the roughness of the sample had been reduced from 33.2 nm 
to 12.4 nm in a 50 micrometer AFM scan. This roughness of 12.4 nm is still far from the 
specifications of the project. One of the reasons is the limited number of CELOG 
samples available for optimization. In addition the surface morphology of the grown 
CELOG sample was not similar to that of the InP epitaxial layer with hillocks considered 
for optimization.  One of the big issues was that the CELOG sample was not completely 
planarized and hence it experienced a much higher removal rate initially as a rough 
surface would do unlike a smooth surface. The method used in this chapter with the fast 
20 second Chemlox polish is not preferred as the thickness control is very bad. Even 
with the applied high pressure to remove approximately two microns the planarity is 
poor. In Figure 18 a vertical distance of 200 nm from the top to the bottom (green 
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curve) can be measured. In order to improve the surface roughness to sub nanometer 
quality a thicker limit of allowed material removal is needed. With this higher margin 
the operator could also polish with the fine polish method for a longer time. Polishing 
times as long as 240 minutes has been shown to yield smooth surfaces [8].  

4.3 Quantum Well growth of CELOG InP/Si 

The quantum well device grown in this project was designed and grown with MOVPE as 
presented in Table 4. 
 
Table 4. The layout of the quantum well grown on the InP/Si CELOG sample is ordered in the following 
way. UID = Unintentionally doped.  

Layer Description Material Thickness 
(nm) 

Dopant Doping (cm-

3) 

16 Contact 
layer 

InGaAs 100 Zn 1*1019 

15 Spacer layer 
start growth 
2 

InP 1980 Zn 5*1017 

14 Spacer layer 
stop growth 
1 

InP 20 Zn 5*1017 

13 SCH Q1, 2 110 UID n/a 

12 Barrier In0,485Ga0,515

As0,83P0,17 
7,5 UID n/a 

8-11 QW In0,76Ga0,24A
s0,83P0,17 

7,5 UID n/a 

4-7 Barrier In0,485Ga0,515

As0,83P0,17 
7,5 UID n/a 

3 SCH Q1, 2 110 UID n/a 

2 Spacer layer InP 1500 Si 5-8*1017 

1 Contact 
layer 

InGaAs 100 Si 1*1019 

0 Buffer  InP 100 Si 5-8*1017 

  ELOG InP 
substrate 
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4.4 Characterization of QW CELOG InP/Si 

Cross-sectional SEM images of the grown QW are shown in Figure 21. 

 
Figure 20. Cross sectional SEM images of the grown quantum well. The bottom spacer layers are clear 
shown and also the SCH layers in the magnified image. Between the SCH layers in the slightly darker 

area the QW layers can be seen. Above the QW the slightly thicker spacer layer and the top contact layer 
is grown. 

AFM scans of the grown QW device was also performed and the surface roughness was 
measured to be 18.2 nm. This is more than before the growth but yet less than before 
polishing. This agrees well with the theory that MOVPE growth follows the surface 
texture. Photoluminescence (PL) measurements were performed on the QW before the 
top spacer layer was grown to measure the photonic response. No PL response was 
observed. The reasons for this is most likely that the surface morphology after polishing 
is still too rough which might have influenced the layer quality of the MQW layer grown 
on it.  However the reference sample (MQW on InP substrate) gave PL response. MQW 
grown on stripes of an ELOG InP/Si aligned along 60o off [110] gave also PL response 
but ca 20 times lower than that of the reference sample. 
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5. Conclusion 
 

In this work the goal was to develop a repeatable method for CMP polish of CELOG 
InP/Si to achieve smooth surface with a low surface roughness (<1 nm) and good 
planarization to be able to grow a QW to demonstrate that photonic devices on InP/Si 
substrates are a possibility. This had to be done within the limits of a few micrometers 
(2-3) in order to have good crystal quality for the demonstration of a photonic device. 
However as the results in Chapter 4 shows this was not achieved. Within the given 
specifications of a maximum for 2-3 µm a surface roughness in a 50 micron AFM scan of 
12.4 nm was achieved which is far from the desired roughness of below 1 nm. In the 
optimization process of CMP this was achieved, but with a total of 10 µm removed 
material. The QW did not function properly as the PL measurements reveal. Any 
conclusions whether this is due to the rough surface or not is not possible to draw from 
this work, as even a non-polishedsample of InP grown on InP did not either give any 
signal (with a surface roughness of 7.1 nm after the QW growth). The only sample (apart 
from the reference wafer) in the QW growth batch (there was more sample than just this 
one presented in the thesis grown) that gave any PL response was a sample grown with 
ELOG-technique with 60 degrees openings (not considered in this study for polishing) 
and the signal from this was very weak. Whether the surface quality is the reason or not 
for the zero PL response, the CMP has to be further improved. This two-step method 
with a very short rough polish step with high pressure and a second non-abrasive step 
with low pressure is very promising but before it can be deemed reliable it needs further 
investigation. As discussed in Chapter three the initial roughness of a sample to be 
polished has a big impact on the removal rate and as the grown CELOG InP/Si samples 
are non planar to begin with further research is needed on the first step of the polish. 
The second step, which involves CA/NaClO, has proven to reduce the amount of 
scratches induced from the first step. The method of diluting the CA/NaClO slurry show 
very promising results for reproducibility as long as the intention for the second step is 
to reduce the amount of defects induced from the first step. For future research a 
quantitative study of polishing with only CA/NaClO for longer times (>2 hours) is 
needed to fully evaluate the effectiveness of this slurry.  
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6. Summary 
 

In this thesis a QW device was grown on an InP/Si substrate grown by CELOG 
technique. As the surface of the substrates grown with the CELOG technique are very 
rough a two-step method has been investigated and developed in order to improve the 
surface roughness. The surface of the grown CELOG InP/Si substrate was then polished 
with this two-step CMP technique. AFM, SEM, XRD and PL measurements of the grown 
QW was done. The surface roughness was improved from 33.2 nm to 12.4 nm. The XRD 
done before QW growth showed good crystal quality. The PL measurements done on the 
grown QW did not give any response. This bad PL response could be due to bad surface 
roughness or poor crystal quality of the grown CELOG InP layer. The bad surface 
roughness might be solved by growing a thicker CELOG layer. Polishing of the InP seed 
layer prior to HVPE growth might improve the crystal quality of the grown CELOG 
layer. 
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